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Enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli O157:H7 has a natural reservoir in the intestinal tracts of cattle.
Colonization is asymptomatic and transient, but it is not clear if protective immunity is induced. This study
demonstrates that prior colonization induces humoral immune responses to bacterial antigens and reduces
bacterial shedding after experimental challenge with the homologous strain.

Enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli has emerged in devel-
oped countries over the past 20 years as an important cause of
human intestinal disease. In addition to bloody diarrhea, in-
testinal infection can lead to potentially fatal systemic sequelae
resulting from the activity of Shiga toxins. The majority of
these infections in the United States, Canada, the United
Kingdom, and Japan are caused by E. coli O157:H7 (10). This
serotype has frequently been isolated from cattle feces, and
most human E. coli O157:H7 infections originate, either di-
rectly or indirectly, from this source (1). The ability of this
serotype to colonize cattle experimentally has been confirmed
by a number of groups (2, 5, 7, 14, 18). Consistent features of
this colonization include the necessity of the LEE pathogenic-
ity island (4, 12, 16); the lack of overt pathological responses
(2, 11); the colonization of mucosal surfaces within the large
intestine, in particular the terminal rectum (11); and the ability
to maintain relatively high shedding levels for a sustained but
not indefinite period (2, 5, 7, 11). A key question relevant to
the development of vaccines for the control of E. coli O157:H7
infection is whether the previous exposure of cattle and, more
specifically, a period of colonization result in a protective re-
sponse reducing subsequent colonization and bacterial shed-
ding. Three studies have previously attempted to answer this
question (8, 9, 14). The first study (8) demonstrated no effect
of colonization 3 weeks previously on fecal shedding, despite
the observation of antilipopolysaccharide (anti-LPS) responses
in sera. The second study (9) demonstrated no effect on sub-
sequent shedding of the homologous strain, but the times be-
tween challenges were 22 and 33 weeks (two calves for each
interval were examined). The authors of the third study (14)
observed a small reduction in the shedding duration following
rechallenge, but the results concerning a difference among
successive challenges were unclear as the number of calves
used was small (n � 4), there was no naı̈ve control group, and
the calves underwent considerable physiological development

between the two challenges, changing from milk-fed prerumi-
nants to weaned ruminants. Evidence that cattle develop im-
munity to this organism is provided by epidemiological data
that suggest a lower prevalence in adult cattle than weaned
calves (13, 15). However, it is not clear if this phenomenon is
a consequence of specific responses to prior E. coli O157:H7
infection.

In the present study, the effects of prior colonization with E.
coli O157:H7 in experimentally challenged calves were as-
sessed. A total of 25 calves were assigned to treatment groups
based on initial body weights (mean weights at day �30: group
1, 76.7 kg, and group 2, 77.1 kg). All calves were confirmed to
be negative for E. coli O157:H7 upon arrival at the Moredun
Research Institute, Penicuik, United Kingdom, as determined
by standard fecal enrichment-immunomagnetic separation
procedures described previously (11). Eight calves received
two initial oral challenges, as described previously (11), of 4 �
109 CFU (day 0) and 1 � 1010 CFU (day 7) to serve as the
previously exposed group (group 1). The 17 naı̈ve calves that
had no prior exposure to the challenge strain were housed in
three pens but were combined into a single control group
(group 2) for the purpose of assessing the effects of previous
colonization. Four weeks following the second initial chal-
lenge, all calves received the test challenge (2 � 1010 CFU
administered orally on two consecutive days, days 35 and 36),
and the resulting bacterial fecal shedding was measured daily
to assess the effects of prior colonization. The degree of colo-
nization of each calf was summarized by calculating the area
under the curve (AUC) of bacterial shedding, as estimated by
the trapezoidal method, over the 15-day period following chal-
lenge. The timing of all these events is summarized in Fig. 1.

The estimated AUCs for groups 1 and 2 following the test
challenge (Fig. 2) were compared by one-way analysis of vari-
ance, and the analysis confirmed statistically significantly
higher levels of shedding in group 2 (F � 0.001), with means of
22.0 and 40.7, respectively, and a standard error of difference
of 4.3. For illustrative purposes, these figures would respec-
tively equate to levels of fecal shedding of approximately 103

CFU/g for 7 consecutive days and 104 CFU/g for 10 consecu-
tive days. Group mean daily fecal E. coli O157:H7 concentra-
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tions are compared in Fig. 3. The difference between groups
was apparent from day 3 postchallenge. The group 1 mean
steadily decreased following challenge, while the group 2 mean
increased from day 3 postchallenge. High levels for group 2
were sustained for several days and decreased towards the end
of the sampling period to levels similar to those for group 1.
Thus, there is strong evidence, over the time scale observed,
that prior colonization reduced subsequent E. coli O157:H7
fecal shedding and presumably mucosal colonization after a
secondary challenge with the homologous strain. The shedding
data resulting from the initial challenges of group 1 calves are
not statistically comparable with the subsequent data, as calves
were challenged on two occasions, 1 week apart, to maximize
the number of successfully colonized animals. This meant that
the 15-day periods after these challenges overlapped and
therefore would potentially skew any AUC calculations.

In order to measure humoral antibody responses to coloni-

zation, levels of immunoglobulins G and A (IgG and IgA)
specific for O157 LPS and H7 flagellin in sera were quantified
by an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (Table 1).
Serum samples were collected on days �28, 14, 35, and 49.
Briefly, purified O157 LPS (List Biological Laboratories) was
conjugated to polymyxin B as previously described (6) and
used as a coating antigen for an indirect ELISA. H7 flagellin
was purified by the method described by Sherman et al. (17)
and used as an ELISA coating antigen. Twofold-dilution series
of test and standard sera were applied to coated plates for 1 h.
Sheep anti-bovine IgG or IgA conjugated with horseradish
peroxidase (Serotec) at 1 in 800 was used as a secondary
antibody. Sigma-Fast o-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride
(Sigma-Aldrich) was used as the substrate. Plates were read in
a Dynex Revelation 3.04 ELISA plate reader at 492 nm, and
end point titers were determined.

There were antibody responses to colonization, as demon-
strated by group means (Table 1), although the magnitudes of
these responses varied within groups. Of particular significance
is the first demonstration of a circulating-IgA response to O157
and H7 antigens following the E. coli O157:H7 colonization of
cattle. For each animal, end point titers of anti-H7 and anti-
LPS antibodies were compared, as were the AUC and the
response of each antigen-Ig combination. All correlations
yielded very low and insignificant r values, and it cannot be
concluded that the antibodies produced against these specific
antigens contributed to the protective effect observed in group
1. However, the mean titers of all antigen-Ig combinations at
the time of the test challenge (day 35) were higher in group 1
than in the naı̈ve group 2 calves (Table 1), and it is possible
that these or similarly induced antibodies to other bacterial
factors mediated or contributed to the observed protection. It
is an established phenomenon that IgA responses are typically
shorter lived than IgG responses (3), and interestingly, within
group 1 calves, the serum IgA but not IgG titers fell substan-
tially between the end of the initial colonization period (day
14) and the test challenge (day 35). Thus, it is possible that the
lack of a longer protective effect from prior colonization ob-
served by Johnson et al. (9) can be attributed to the further
waning of protective antibodies. One interesting observation is
the relatively weak IgA response of group 1 to the test chal-
lenge (between days 35 and 49) compared with that of group 2.

FIG. 1. Timeline illustrating the chronology of the study. The tim-
ing of bacterial challenges, weighing, fecal sampling, and blood sam-
pling is indicated.

FIG. 2. Box and whisker plots of the estimated areas under the
shedding curves for groups 1 and 2 following the simultaneous test
challenge. The boxes indicate the interquartile ranges, the horizontal
lines within the boxes represent the median values, and whiskers ex-
tend to the minimum and maximum values.

FIG. 3. Daily group mean fecal E. coli O157:H7 concentrations
(expressed as log10 numbers of CFU per gram plus one) throughout
the sampling period. Days postchallenge are the number of days after
the first test challenge was administered (day 35). Error bars indicate
95% confidence intervals.
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This finding may be simply a consequence of the inferior bac-
terial colonization of group 1, or it may be related to the active
migration from the circulation of specific IgA-producing B
lymphocytes to mucosal sites of antigen exposure. In order to
support the latter possibility, it would have been useful to
quantitate mucosal IgA from relevant sites.

The colonization of cattle by E. coli O157:H7 is generally
viewed as clinically inapparent. However, we have found a
microscopic inflammatory infiltration of the colonized rectal
mucosa (our unpublished results), and this paper and previous
work (9) have shown that colonized calves develop serological
responses to specific antigens. This paper also illustrates that
calves are partially protected, at least in the short term, against
subsequent challenge with the homologous strain. It is thus
feasible that an enhancement of the protective response could
offer a realistic method for the control of the pathogen. Fol-
lowing experimental challenge with this bacterium, there is
typically a period of fecal shedding, followed by a reduction or
elimination of the shedding (references 2, 5, 7, 11, 14, and 18
and this study). It is likely that this reduction is mediated by the
same mechanisms responsible for the reduction in shedding
resulting from previous colonization as described in this paper.
The mechanisms may be attributable to the development of an
acquired immunity or may result from short-lived protection
influenced by innate responses, such as the mobilization of
polymorphonuclear granulocytes or the secretion of antimicro-
bial peptides. The data presented here clearly demonstrate
that protection is induced by colonization, but more extensive
study is necessary to obtain an estimate of the likely degree and
duration of such protection, to determine if it mediates pro-
tection from challenge with heterologous strains, and to clarify
the immune mechanisms involved. In the future, it is recom-
mended that mucosally secreted antibodies at the site of col-
onization be measured for correlation with the degree of pro-
tection from challenge.
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TABLE 1. Serum anti-LPS and anti-H7 IgG and IgA titers in the two experimental groups, as determined by ELISA

Day

Titera (SE) of indicated antibody in samples from:

Group 1 Group 2

Anti-LPS IgG Anti-LPS IgA Anti-H7 IgG Anti-H7 IgA Anti-LPS IgG Anti-LPS IgA Anti-H7 IgG Anti-H7 IgA

�28 0.4 (0.3) 0.0 (0.0) 1.4 (0.2) 0.0 (0.0) NS NS NS NS
14 2.1 (0.4) 4.3 (0.6) 1.3 (0.3) 2.4 (0.6) NS NS NS NS
35 2.6 (0.2) 2.6 (0.5) 2.3 (0.5) 1.3 (0.3) 1.1 (0.2) 0.4 (0.2) 1.0 (0.3) 0.0 (0.0)
49 5.0 (0.5) 3.3 (0.5) 2.9 (0.2) 1.8 (0.7) 4.7 (0.3) 4.9 (0.3) 3.8 (0.3) 2.4 (0.4)

a Numbers are mean dilutions in serum, expressed as log2 values, corresponding to end point titers determined relative to the negative standard, as measured by
ELISA. NS, no sample taken at this time.
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